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is a monotone transformation f (x )  with f (x )  ~ x for large x, such that the drift term 
of the diffusion f (X , )  vanishes everywhere. Since this is not the case for f(Y,)  it is 
fairly obvious that Xt and Yt are no longer close to each other. 
We present a result, which generalizes this second assertion to non-degenerate 
diffusions in higher dimensions. No assumptions on the specific form of a(x) and 
b(x) are needed, also no knowledge on the qualitative behaviour of (X,) or (Y~) is 
required. The main assumption concerns the magnitude of the (the eigenvalues of) 
a(x) 2 in comparison with Ib(x)l. Ixl for large Ixl. 
Technically we are led to the problem of solving a certain Poisson equation L f  = g 
on the unbounded domain {x~Rd: Ixl >l}, subject to the boundary condition 
If(x)l=o(Ixl), as Ixl- oo. 
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Let A be a constant, positive definite, self-adjoint operator on a real, separable 
Hilbert space H (in practice 12). We assume that A has a complete orthonormal 
family of eigenvectors ~bk corresponding to a set of positive eigenvalues hk: 
A~bk = A k " ~)k ,  k = 1, 2, . . . .  
We study the stationary, weakly continuous olution X( t )  of the equation 
dX(t)  = -AX( t )  dt +v/'2d B(t) 
where B(t) is a cylindrical Brownian motion on H and a is a constant, positive 
operator such that (~bk, x/-a~bk) =v/-~k; (~b,, x/-a~bj) =0, i ~j. 
oo  oO 
Theorem. Let T>0.  Assume that ~,k=~ ak/Ak < ~, ~k=~ a2k/Ak < ~ and the ratios 
(ak/hk)'~=~ are distinct (with a~/hl = maxk(ak/Ak), without loss of generality). Then 
where 
[ P( sup IIx(t)ll> x)<~ 2eA3/2a, K ,x  exp x 2 
t~to,ll 2al 
. [ T(l +O(x-2))+2A-12x-l-kO(x-2)l 
These results are also extended to linear feedback control systems driven by 
Gaussian oise and one calculates the probability of a large deviation of a quadratic 
cost function of the state X(t ) .  
and the two O-terms are with respect o x ~ +oo, and are uniform in T> O. 
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